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1. Introduction

In this paper the Clifford groups PCT(j>m), p>2, PCG{pm) and CS'tym),
and the factor groups %CS'(pm), which were defined in Paper I of this series
(Bolt, Room and Wall [1])1, are considered as transformations of projective
\pm — 1] over the complex field, C. We note that the geometrical results
are the same if any of the corresponding groups CT, CG or <€?§, and CS,
respectively, are considered instead.

In § 2 explicit generators of PCT, CS' and PCG are given and the involu-
tions of PCT are determined. In § 3 the configurations of linear spaces in
£pm — 1] formed by the invariant spaces of the involutions of PCT are
examined. Familiarity with the results and notation of Bolt, Room and Wall
([1], [2]) is assumed throughout but, for convenience, the following results
are quoted.
1.1 PCT(pm) ^ ASp(2m, p), p > 2; ASp is the group of symplectic
affine transformations (T, t):a^-aT + t, where T e Sp(2m, p), t.aelT2m,
and yk = ificty) is the ^-dimensional space of all row vectors

1.2 (S,s)(T,t) = (ST,tS' + s).
1.3 PCG(j>m) ^ the normal subgroup of ASp formed by the "transla-
tions" (7, t), where I is the identity 2m x 2tn matrix.

If Wa € PCG and Wa<-+ (I, a), then Wa is a matrix with one non-zero
element in each row and column given by
1.4 . {Wa)\+a* = a)*'<*+*»>
where a = (alt a2), A, at,a2e ir

m, <o = exp (2ni/p); and the rows and
columns of the pm x pm matrices are numbered in the reversed scale of p,
so that X is the index of the row or column with position number Xx +

1 Hereafter referred to as Paper I.
334
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1.5 CT{j>m)ICG{j>m) s Sp(2m,p);

and moreover CT(j>m) contains a subgroup CS(pm) such that2

1.6 PCS{pm) £ CS'(j>m) £ S£(2m, p), p > 2.

CS'(/>m) corresponds to the transformations (T, 0) of ASp and contains a
single self-conjugate element / corresponding to (—7,0); CS (j>m) is the
centralizer of J in CT{pm).

Let X T e CS' where Xr<-> (7\ 0), then W'XT e PCT and W'XT *-• (7\ *)•
Write

T =

where A, B, C, D are w x *» matrices. Let rfr = rank of C.
Define M to be an m x w matrix composed of dT columns of C and

m — dT columns of D such that the columns of D, iiT+1, • • • ,im, together
with the columns of C span ir

m. The *-th column of M is the *-th column of D
where * is one of iiT+1, • • • ,im and the »-th column of C otherwise.

Define TTT as the supspace of rT2m formed by all vectors (a2, A2) where
(alta2) runs over ir

2m and (A1,A2) = (alla2)T.

THEOREM 1.

where

and

I — I is Legendre's symbol,

and

a j P P = 1 (mod 4)
~~ [ipi p = 3 (mod 4).

We note that XT has p"T non-zero elements in each row and column, and in
particular

(i) if C is the zero matrix, XT has one non-zero element in each row and
column given by

• The isomorphism CS' = Sp does not hold for pm = 3; see Paper I, Appendix.
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(ii) if T = - / , XT = J

[3]

— 1 m odd, p = 3 (mod 4),
1 otherwise;

(iii) if C is non-singular

where

P =

2.1 Generators of PCO, CS' and PCT

From Paper I (3.1.2) any 2tn matrices Wa\ i = 1, • • •, 2m, such that at

form a basis of ir
2m> generate PCG. Hence we may take as generators WOi,

where
a2i-i = (ei. - pi-i)> °2i = (««. —vt), i = 1. • • •, m,

with e< the t'-th unit vector in "Tm, and P{ — 2*-ie*-
Room and Smith ([7]) showed that Sp (2m, p) is generated by two elements

D and Q of periods p and 4wt + 2 respectively, and ^2m+1 = — / .

2.1.1

where
/ is the m x w identity matrix,
0 is the m x tn zero matrix,

0 0

Thus from Theorem 1 we have
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THEOREM 2. CS' is generated by the two matrices XQ and XD of periods
Am -f- 2 and p, respectively, where

m—1

2p — j ^ 4- 2 T (I- X- )u- -j

fD is the diagonal matrix (XD)% = cf^1".
It is easily verified that 0$ = ai+1 i = 1, • • •, 2m — 1. Hence as a

subgroup of PCT, PCG is generated by XQ and WaK Further

2.1.2 oxD' = o1.

We next prove:

THEOREM 3. PCT(j>m) is generated by the two matrices XQ and WaiXD

of periods 4m + 2 and p, respectively.
We need only show that (Q, 0) and (D, ax) generate (D, 0) and (7, ax).
Now

(Q, 0)2m+1 = (—7,0).

( - D, - ax)2 = (D*, oxD' - a,)
= (D2, 0) from 2.1.2,

and
(D2, 0)*<»+" = (D, 0).

Further

It is easily verified, using 2.1.2, that (D, ax) has period p . Q.E.D.

2.2. Involutions of PCT

Dickson ([3]) showed that Sp(2m, p) contains exactly m sets of conjugate,
involutory substitutions. The r-th set includes

substitutions each conjugate with the diagonal matrix

Tr = [ - / „ Im_r, - Ir, / „ _ ] , 0 < r ^ M,

where 7, is the s x s identity matrix. Furthermore, every substitution S of

Sp(2m,p), such that S2 = — 7, is conjugate with G = , . I n

^5^>(2»t, p), TT and Tm_,. coincide and a new set of involutions is given
by the matrices for which 52 = — 7.
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Consider next an involutory substitution (T, t) of ASp(2m, p). Then

(T, t)2 = (T*. tT + t) = (7, 0).
So

T2 = I and tT = - t.
Thus every involution T of Sp(2m, p) determines p2r involutions (T, t) in
ASp(2m, p) where t belongs to the minus-subspace V~2r of T.

Now (/, - s)(T, 0)(/, s) = (T, s ( r - / ) ) from 1.2 and s{T -1) runs
over Vfr as s runs over i^2m. So (T, 0) is conjugate to (T, t) where tT' =—t.

THEOREM
 3 4. In PCT there are m classes of conjugate involutions. The r-th

class corresponds to (Tr, 0) in ASp(2m, p) and contains p2rEmr involutions.
In particular, —/ determines p2m conjugate involutions WaJ in PCT

corresponding to (— / , a), each of which determines a "symplectic" sub-
group of PCT consisting of elements corresponding to (T, ^a(I — T')),
T e Sp(2m, p) (cf. 1.6). This subgroup of ASp(2m, p) leaves invariant the
point \a of "T%m, so there is a 1 — 1 correspondence between the involutions
WaJ and the points \a of 7^2m.

As a substitution on projective \j>m — 1], J leaves invariant a pair of dual
spaces, its eigenspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues 1 , - 1 ; and since /
is self-conjugate in CS' its eigenspaces are invariant under CS'. From Theo-
rem 1, (ii) the trace of J is 1 or — 1 so the dimensions of its eigenspaces differ
by 1 and are therefore [$(j>m — 1)] and [\{pm — 3)].

We turn next to the configuration in [j>m — 1] determined by the eigen-
spaces of the p2m involutions WaJ, which is invariant under PCT and occu-
pies a fundamental position in the geometry of the group.

3.1. Invariant spaces of the involutions WaJ

A point in projective space of dimension (j>m — 1) is determined by an
ordered set of pm homogeneous coordinates x^, where JL is the index of the
coordinate with position number Ax + />A2 + • • • + Pm~1^m- Vertices of the.
simplex of reference are X^ opposite the respective prime faces x^ = 0.

"We note that S£(2wi, £>) contains a subgroup isomorphic to Sj>{2m — 2, j>)
containing the matrices

-A
0

c
.0

0'
1
0'
1

B
0
D
0

0'
1
0'
1

\~A
where A, B, C, D are matrices of m— 1 rows and columns and

c D
* This result differs from Horadam's ([5]) for PCT(3*). It seems that the difference arises

because he does not take into account that each involution commutes with 9 of the WaJ.
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belongs to Sp(2tn — 2,p). The corresponding matrices of CS'{pm) transform
the {pm~x — 1)-dimensional subspace of \j>m — 1] determined by the points
XXi...Xn_i0 in the manner of CS'ip"1'1). Thus the geometry of CS'{j>m-x) is
repeated in the [/>m~1 — 1], and we show that the intersections of the eigen-
spaces of the WaJ are the invariant configurations of the involutions for
PCT(j>*), ft=l,..-,»-l.

Denote by 77a and Ea the invariant spaces of WaJ of dimensions \ (fim — 1)

and \ {pm — 3), respectively. Then 77a is the common space of the primes

. 1 . 1 X^ — (O i » » —jl + a, — U, « — \B1' a2/>

and Ea is the common space of the primes

77° is the minus-subspace if m is odd and p = 3 (mod 4), and is the plus-
subspace otherwise, (from Theorem 1, ii). Since the involutions are conjugate
we take 77° and E° as typical spaces.

Consider the intersection, Sx, of the p spaces npe", p = 0, • • • ,p — 1,
where e4 is the *'-th unit vector of yzm. Then S t is the intersection of the
primes

x , = (opX<nx_, = co'rXmx_1 a l l p, a.
Jit A JL '

The \{$m-* + 1) points (XXi...Ki0 + X_^..._Xm_i0) span St which
therefore has dimension \{pm~x — 1). It is easily verified that Sx is the com-
plete intersection of any pair of the 77^*"! and lies in no other 77°. Thus, since
there exists a matrix of CS' transforming any 77ainto 77£m, 77° meets every
77a in a [£(̂ >m~1 — 1)], and every pair of 77a intersects in a [^(/>m~1 — 1)]
through which pass p of the 77a. Thus Sx belongs to a set of Cf* -=- C% conju-
gate spaces in [pm — 1], which he in sets of {pSm — \)j{p — 1) in the p2m TIa.
Dually, the p Epe" lie in the intersection of the primes

a V - A ^ o + a - v - A ^ o = 0, i.e., in a [j>m - \{pm - 3)].

Each pair of Ea lies in a \j>m — \{j>m — 3)] which contains p of the Ea.
Similar results hold for the intersection sx of the p Epe". sx is a [̂  {j>m~x — 3)]

spanned by the \{pm~* — 1) points {XXl...Xn_l(i — X_Xi Am_xo)- The
join of Sx and sx is a [/>m~1 — 1] in which the geometry of PCTfj)"1*1)
occurs; Sx and sx are the 77° andZ10, respectively, of PCT{j>m~x) in \j>m~1—1].

The primes
X 3 ^— *C 3 —— ~ ~ ft) *C 3

have no common space, so that 77° and Ee<* do not intersect. It follows that
77° does not intersect any Ea.

More generally consider the intersection of the pTIIa, a = ^!Lm-r+iaiei>
0 < r :£ m. Each of these 77a contains the space Sr spanned by the \{pm~r-\-l)
points Xx ...x o...o + X_x x o...o, and Sr is not contained in any
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other IIa. Since WaJ, and therefore IJa, is represented by the point -|a of
y 2 m (cf. § 2.2), we note that Sr can be represented by the r-dimensional
subspace, 2i=m-r+ia<et> °f "^"tm" $r is determined by any set of r linearly
independent vectors of the subspace and is the complete intersection of the
corresponding rlla and 77°.

We next show that the spaces ST of the configuration in 77° are in 1 — 1
correspondence with the r-dimensional subspaces of ^^m o n which f(a, ji)
= ax- b2 — a2 • bx vanishes, where a = (a1, a2), fi = (b^ b2).

THEOREM 5. The r + 1 spaces 77°, 77"1, • • •, 77°r, where at are linearly inde-
pendent vectors of y~2m> intersect in a [̂ (̂ >m~r — 1)] if, and only if,

/(«j,«j) = O all i,j.

The sufficiency of the condition follows from Witt's Theorem (Dieudonne"
[4]). Since f(a, ji) vanishes on the subspace of y 2 m determined by af,
i = 1; • • •, r, there exists a symplectic transformation such that ai -> em_r+i,
all t.Hence there exists a transformation of CS' such that 77a< -*• 77e'»-r+', so
the r + 1 spaces 77°, 77°', i = 1, • • •, r, intersect in a [\{j>m~T — 1)] con-
jugate to Sr.

The second part of the theorem we assume for PCTty™-1) and prove by
induction on m. For m=l, 77° intersects each 77a in a point and the condition
is trivially satisfied. Suppose now that 77°, 77a', i = 1, • • •, r, intersect in a
t j (j>m~T — 1) ], say S'r. Since the 77a are conj ugate there exists a transformation
of CS' for which 11°^ -»• 77£m, and which therefore transforms S'r into a sub-
space of the configuration in Sx; i.e. into a [•fa(pm~r — 1)] of the configuration
in 77° for PCTty™-1). Thus there exists a transformation of CS' such that
S^-> Sr, and the corresponding symplectic transformation maps J lUi^aj
into 2<^m-r+ia»e<» a subspace of y 2 m on which f(a, fl) vanishes. f(a, ji) is
invariant under the symplectic group (see Paper I, § 2.2), so the proof is
complete.

THEOREM 6. 77° contains m sets of conjugate spaces of dimension %(pm~r — 1),
0 < r <; m, through each of which pass prlla. Each [%{pm^ — 1)] is the
complete intersection of 77° and any r of the prlla for which the corresponding
r points \a of ir

2m are linearly independent. The spaces are in 1 — 1
correspondence with the r-dimensional subspaces i^r of y~2ro on which
f(a, ji) vanishes.

More generally, the 77° intersect in sets of pr, in spaces of dimension
\{pm~r — !)• Similar results hold for the Z"° which intersect in sets of pT, in
spaces of dimension \{j>m~T — 3) and lie in sets of pr, in spaces of dimension
(Pm — %(j>m~r — 3)). In the [j>m~r — 1] spanned by a corresponding pair of
spaces (e.g. Sr and sr) the configuration for PCT^1""1") is repeated.
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The number of [%(j>m~r — 1)] in 77° is equal to the number of r-dimensional
subspaces y*r of "3^2m on which f(a, fi) vanishes. We enumerate these as
follows:

Choose vx =£ 0 in y ^ ,
then choose v( in ir

2m, i = 2, • • •, r, such that

f{vi,vj) = 0, j = l , . . . , « - l , v € ^ 2 ^ v , .

The possible number of choices for vt, each i, is (^2m-('-D _ p(i~X)).
vx, • • • ,vr determine Vr, which is also determined by any basis wx, • • •, wr.
Choose wt in ir

T, i = 1, • • •, r, such that wt ^ 2*=i /"y ̂ y* this may be done
in pr — p*-1 ways. Then the number of ir

T in V2m on which /(a, JJ) vanishes is

>-2 _ 1) . . . (£2«

The configuration is completely symmetrical in relation to the p2mlla, and
there are prlla through each space, so the number of [%{pm~r — 1)] in the
configuration is p2mFmTjpr = p2m-TFmT.

3.2. Invariant spaces of the involutions of CS' and
We turn now to the remaining sets of involutions of PCT and consider the

set of p2rEmr involutions corresponding to the symplectic matrix Tr (see
§ 2.2). If Pr is the corresponding matrix of CS' then, from Theorem 1, Pr has
one non-zero element in each row and column given by

IP )~ a i ar"r+l-"«m = | i Z L\ = f_
KJrrla1--arar+l---am \ P )

and the trace of Pr is (— l) y pm~r. Thus Pr leaves invariant a pair of dual
spaces of dimension 4 \(j>m + pm~r — 2) and %(pm — pm~r — 2) in \j>m — 1].

The £ m r involutions of the set in CS' determine a set of \EmT pairs of
spaces in the plus-subspace of J. To investigate the configuration in IJ° or
2"°, take as base points in \j>m — 1] the \[$>m + 1) points ^{X^ + X_x) in
77° and the \{fim — 1) points %{XX — X_x) in 2"°. Then a matrix P of CS'

reduces to the form x , where i?, and R2 are matrices corresponding
L° -Kid

to P in the representations of CS' of degree ^(^m + 1 ) and \(pm — 1) on
77° and Z°, respectively. Then

4 The invariant solid A^^ discussed by Horadam ([6]) for PCT(38), is not one of the eigen-
spaces in [8] of the involution p(t) but is the section with i7° of the invariant [5] of p(t). The
main results of his paper are independent of this result but only those properties of A^^
relating to iCS' on iT° hold.
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tx = trace Rx = \ | (P)g + \ | (P)«,

4 = trace i?2 = £ £ (P)« - * f (P)%,

[9]

since, from Theorem 1, (P)** = (-P)lfl- The traces of the matrices corre-
sponding to Pr in the representations on 77° and Z° are therefore (— l)y

pairs of spaces of dimension

l(pm + Pm~T + V — 3) and
and

— pr — 3) in 77°,

A new configuration is determined in the plus-subspace of / by the set of
matrices of CS' whose square is / . If Pe is the matrix of CS' corresponding

to G = n , then from Theorem 1

For m odd, p = 3 (mod 4), 2° is the plus-subspace of / and from 3.2.1

| ) i (»-•<•( » - • < • -

Then the subspaces of P in 2° have dimension J^"1 — 3) and \{Pm — 7). If
77° is the plus-subspace of / the subspaces of P in 77° have dimension \(j>m—1)
and %(pm — 5), since

Now suppose m = 2k, and put

T = Tk, cf. § 2.2,

and

Then

and

"0 7* 0 0
Ik 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ik

.0 0 Ik 0 .

SeSp{2m,p), S2 = 7,

TS = - ST = 7?.
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Thus in the factor group ^Sp(2m, j>), S and T commute and R is an "involu-
tion" product, and from § 2.2 every matrix of CS' whose square is J is the
product of two involutions of CS'. If the matrices of CS' corresponding to
5, T and R are Ps, PT and PR, respectively, their eigenspaces in 77° are
related as follows:

the plus-subspace of PR is spanned by the intersections of the plus- and
minus-subspaces of Ps with the plus- and minus-subspaces of PT, respecti-
vely;

the minus-subspace of PR is spanned by the intersections of the plus- and
minus-subspaces of Ps with the minus- and plus-subspaces of PT, respecti-
vely.

It is readily verified that the involution Tr of Sp(2m, p) does not anti-
commute with any involution of Sp(2m, p) either when m is odd, or when m
is even and 2r ̂  m.

Details of these invariant sets of spaces in \j>m — 1] and in the plus-
subspace of / are more easily considered for particular values of p and m.
In the next section some detail is given of the cases m = 1 and p = 3, m = 2,
for which some well-known configurations occur.

3.3. Configurations for particular values of m and p

For PCT(j>) the p2 JJa intersect in p{p + 1) points arranged in p + 1
simplexes which are permuted by CT. Each simplex has one vertex in every
IIa and one face through every Za. The p IIa having a = (ax, 0), intersect in
Xo and are transformed by the generators XQ and XD (Theorem 2) into the
p + 1 points Xo, ;BIO«)M*.X'A. /* = 0,-•-,p — 1, in 77°. Then W°^XD

(Theorem 3) transforms the p + 1 points into the P(p + 1) points Xx,
2A-o(U'<Af+('A-^A- ^ is easily verified that the points are permuted in p + 1
simplexes Sf, S?/l, n — 0, • • • ,p — 1, where

n A ^ n ( 2 )
A tr A-0

in terms of their prime faces. The simplexes belong to an invariant oo"
linear family of primals of degree p through the p%Za, and of which the
simplexes are the degenerate members. For p = 3, 5 the only primals of
degree p containing the Ea have the form A S?+ 2 / t - ^ ^ V = 0> where
A, B^e C. PCT(p) contains only one set of involutions, the JWa.

PCT(3) is the Hessian group of self-transformations of the 9 inflexions of
the plane canonical cubic curve, (Todd [8]). The 2"a,in this case the plus-
subspaces of the WaJ, are the 9 inflexions and the 77a are their corresponding
harmonic polars. The intersections of the 77a are the 12 points of the Jacobian
or Hessian configuration arranged in 4 triangles. CS leaves invariant one
inflexion and its harmonic polar.
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Some aspects of the configuration for PCT(32) are discussed by Horadam
([5], [6]). PCT(&) permutes in [8] a set of 81 [4]'s, 77a, and a set of 81 [3]'s,
Ea; a set of 9 x 90 [5]'s and a set of 9 x 90[2]'s. \CS' is isomorphic to the
simple group of order 25,920 associated with the 27 lines of a cubic surface.
In the [4] 77°, the plus-subspace of J, \CS' leaves invariant the Burkhardt
primal (Todd [9]). The 77a intersect 77° in the 40 polar lines of the 40 Jacobian
planes of the primal. The 40 lines intersect in 40 points, the poles of the 40
Steiner solids associated with the primal. The 90 [5]'s and the 90 [2]'s in
[8] determined by the 90 conjugate involutions of CS' intersect 77° in the
45 Jordan primes and 45 nodes of the Burkhardt primal, respectively. The
270 conjugate involutions of \CS' each leave invariant an /-plane (which is
the intersection of 2 Jordan primes), and an e-line (which is the join of
2 nodes of the primal).
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